
Installation Guide Brick or Concrete 

 

Accessories you may require installing your mural: 

 Masonry Drill Bit 

 Dyna Bolts 

 Galvanised washers 

 

We recommend that two people DEFINITELY hang the cover together to help achieve the 

best results. 

 

 
For your convenience we have prepared an installation guide with some handy tips. Please 

keep in mind that there are several ways you can attach our fence, wall or balcony covers, 

below is a general guide only. Your cover is only going to look as good as the time you take 

to install it nicely. It does not take that long anyway so another 5 minutes for something you 

are going to be looking at for years to come is worth it. 

 

How to prepare your surface 

 

The best part about our covers is that surface preparation is minimal, that is one of the best 

things about them – no surface prep! It is always a good idea to thoroughly check the area 

being covered and ensure there are no nails, screws, sharp bits of metal or wire jutting out 

that could potentially pierce your cover. Our covers are extremely durable and hard wearing 

so you would be pretty unlucky if that happened. So that’s it really for surface prep! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



BRICK OR CONCRETE INSTALLATION GUIDE 

 

It is critical you measure your surface area correctly and thoroughly and if going to buy a 

pre-determined size of material go shorter rather than longer as you can always pull it 

tighter when the length is a bit shorter. In time your cover will stretch a little so you can re-

tighten it if it is shorter but not longer. Estimate taking 2cm or 20mm off. 

 

 Always order a cover with eyelets as your edge finish if you are applying it to brick of 

concrete. 

 Always start at an upper corner on the horizontal rail. Mark your drill holes top and 

bottom on the one side first. Now take away your cover and then drill your holes. 

Take note of instructions for dyna bolts and make sure all the dust is out of the hole 

to ensure your dyna bolt is going to be a snug fit.  

 Once you have drilled your holes top and bottom on the same side we suggest you 

attach your cover now. There is no guessing or adjusting once your hole has been 

drilled so you need to get this bit right. 

 Have someone holding the opposite edge and pull your cover as hard as possible. 

Then Mark the spot you need to drill through the eyelet with a permanent marker. 

 If you are covering a fair distance then we do not suggest you go to the opposite 

corner and drill in as you will undoubtedly have sag and need to adjust it at the end 

and remember there is no adjusting when you are drilling in to a brick or concrete 

surface. The best way is to have one person roll it out and hold it tight while the 

other marks where you are going to next drill through each eyelet.  

 Do not mark all the eyelets and then go back and drill each hole, make sure you 

secure the cover along the way top and bottom. Pulling each section tight as you 

secure each section to the wall.  

 Do not drill through the eyelet as it could catch the eyelet and damage your cover. 

 So let’s say you start on the left hand side of the wall: 

o Mark first eyelets top and bottom using a permanent market. 

o Take away cover, drill holes top and bottom. 

o Place cover back up and line up eyelets over the holes and insert dyna bolt as 

per dyna bolt instructions. 

o Secure top and bottom. 

o Roll out cover until the next eyelet along, pulling tightly while you mark the 

next place to drill top and bottom. 

o Roll cover back towards the first ones you secured, drill holes, roll cover back 

over holes and secure. 

o Continue this all the way until the end. 

 Things to note: 

o Make sure you are keeping a straight line top and bottom and not slightly 

lifting up or pulling it down each time you roll it out. You will notice this 

immediately if you are because the material will wrinkle. 

o Measure thrice – drill once! 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


